**HILL-AND-DALERS TO MEET WILDCATS AT FRANKLIN PARK**

Visitors Have Met Springfield Training School, Army, and Harvard in Recent Matches, and Are the Opponents of the Wildcats in the Current Contest. The Visitors Are Expected to Take the Lead in the Match Against Franklin Park on Saturday, November 8, at 1:30, although the Wildcats Will Be Strong Rivals. The Match Will Be Watched by Many Spectators, who Will Be Interested in the Result of the Game, as the Visitors Have Been Consistently Successful in Recent Matches.

**MAIL SOLICITATION NOT YET ANSWERED BY 1900 STUDENTS**

Extra Effort to Collect Rest Of $100 Needed For Drive Goal

END COMES AT 8 O'CLOCK

Being $1000 short of the quota set for the Ford Club by T. C. A. solicitors, the Ford Club will make it a point until 5 o'clock to solicit extra contributions. The total amount of money collected thus far is $800, but it is expected that the Ford Club will be able to make up this difference. The last three days of the campaign will be important, as the Ford Club is eager to reach the $1000 goal.

**INDEX FACILITIES MAGAZINE RESEARCH**

Library Staff Completes Work Of Periodicals Listing

The staff of the Library has completed the listing of all periodicals currently received by the institution. The listing includes 100 periodicals, covering a wide range of subjects, and is available for consultation by students and faculty members. The listing will be used to ensure that all periodicals are properly cataloged and are available for use.

**BOOBERS TO PLAY HUSKIES TOMORROW AFTERNOON AT TWO**

Institute's Defense Expected To Play Big Role in Game With N. U.

N. U. BEATEN BY HARVARD

**Dorm Men Gather At Prospect Hall For First Smoker**

Feminine Entertainers Provide Hilarious Evening of Song and Dance

Brooke, est., east, north, and social, featured the first annual dancing night at Prospect Hall, Cambridge, on Saturday evening.

Supporting Miss Selma Pecks, these notherners performed the revue "Fanny." The entertainment was given in the main dining room of the university dormitory, and was attended by a large number of students.

**Experts Predict an Overwhelming Triumph for THE TECH Gridgates**

Scribes Confident and Ready For Victory With 'Unique'

The great day draws near with the presentation of the annual Gridgates edition of THE TECH. This year, the team will be composed of a strong unit, including many of the seasoned veterans of the past seasons. The gridgates are expected to show the finest form of their capabilities, and are likely to win the contest.
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